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“The Great Awakening” Perception!!!
To All Court Systems and Enforcement against or for the Good People of the World 250 Countries.

Removal of the curse in Kennedy’s namesake. John Fitzgerald Kennedy. [Kohloonies
to Issa/Jesus/Yeshua] Secondary Creator < to Crexlan.

There are approximately 128 different dragon families aware of.
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Flags in Order
Now and the Future/ Easter Sunday 2022 Return of the Dragons
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Irish Flag In Combination for the healing of the lands

Returning to the
4th Providence Erin/Ir/Ireland/Fetus New Birthing/ Return to Eden or New Earth = Tara/Nova Gaia
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5th Providence Erin/Ir/Ireland/ Fetus New Birthing/ Return to Eden or New Earth = Tara/Nova Gaia

From Easter Island the Naval umbilical Cord/ Make Make Planet maker near Pluto. Nubian crossing.

To the Crown High Kings of Tara, Coronation, Stone of Destiney, King Arthur Irish, Welsh, Scottish, Lyra,
Palladian to:

Our Earthly Realms, within 330 dimensions of Consciousness to the outer limits.

Nothing to do with the deceptive King James 1st Bible from the French, but to do with the Irish the
Sovergniety , that’s why King William told James to go back home when he came to Ireland. Erie.
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From Research if truth, putting the puzzle together, connecting the oneness again 5-4-5-4 matrix gold to
pearl. See picture: Page #10

See my other docs for Rebecca’s full Name

It is the Return of the Real Queen Elizabeth and King Arthurian good storyline. King Arthur is Irish too.
____________________________________________________________________________________

St Patrick’s Real Name: Maewyn Succat, and his Sister Daderca that had 17 Children that has both
Re-becca of Ireland and Dar-yl in combination in her namesake. What happened to the years of King
Arthur 1st, to the 2nd void of over missing 115 years? St. Patrick or Maewyn was 2 years old when King
Arthur 1st was said to have passed.

The 8*Point Star Dutch Kings 1-7 had St. Patrick’s name in it and was alive in the 5th Century as well as
King Arthur/Arthwyn. Aidian his father Uther. Was the Ur used in the Name Arthur to change the last
two letters and changed the w=with Y and N in my last Sir Name for this time. Daryl Arthur/wyn
Payan……yn/wyn

Or With Rebecca and in/ W= with his Sisters first name Darerca.

Rebecca has a small Island after her Name off the coast of Wales, England. Beckery Island in Glastonbury

____________________________________________to be continued___________________________

King William 3rd traveled the High Seas for 50 years, 250 Countries i.e. Continents, Islands etc. beyond
the ice walls South Pole When the summer occurs the walls open for travel beyond, just like Admiral
Bird said there is Land beyond and also flew in inner Earth large entrance in the North Pole.

Flag of the Kings 1-7 Germanic (Basque Country real Hebrews Iberia) Jesus/Jeshua of Nazareth as you’ll
see in the outlined being of the lands. However I have replaced the negative duality leased land titles
tyrant in America [America a Man’s last name] from King George 3rd and others from the 7 Kings and
Installed myself King Arthur/wyn and King = Native Chief Hanoi John Wanoa, His Married Family made
the laws for the Kings, but not myself, and is in the flag from the 6th King with Arthur in his Name, back to
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Brian Boru, related to Queen Elizabeth 2nd but not to the Stone of Destiny Coronation of the High Kings,
back to King Arthur/wyn and his Twin Jeshua. Her Father warned her not to take the Throne but did it
anyway. However we are all connected in one way or the other.

The Saint Patrick’s Dutch German 8 Point Star Flag 1830-1834 is a Male Salient dominant Continuity
bloodline Flag. Held in New Zeeland on a wall in a Museum hidden from the General public. Used
against the people through Queen Victoria and Queen Elizabeth 2nd. There both gone now. Clones
running out of time show matrix.

In other words most People did not know, to their Consciousness mind was enslaved by fake pictures or
clouded over by NASA google etc. and all of the rest of the controllers as you’ll see in the pictures as
well. Special Ops taking out Deep State Controlling the Planet to Surface and Inner Earth. With the
Declaration of War Flag, to make Peace. Brave Heart Hero’s.
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Private two Party Contract- King Daryl Arthur Payan !

Double Sealed over the Tyrant King George Leased
land titles all of the way back to my Volcano in
Edinburg, Scotland. Moai Statue and King Arthurs
Love Flag and Hill of Tara

Private two party Contract with Native Chiefs which
= Kings King Hanoi John Wanoa
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Donald John Drumf/Trump wearing the Badge he was given the Flag twice
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May 1, 2022 Notice Worldwide.

You have been notified by this letter.

May 1, 2022, The Quantum Financial System activates for currency all over the world, bringing with it
the rule of law, [meaning-do no harm] an end to usury and to any of  the Cartel’s criminal back door
acts, while the QFS tracks money movement as well as the rights and wrongs of people using it, plus
ensures perpetrators would be quickly arrested, published on www.operationdiscosureoffical.com Like I
said ignorance with most are or were Child/Children is a term for Human Trafficking by Financial
Commercial Instruments pretending there is no heart beat and “legal “ = Fiction, like Mort-gages.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
To whom it may or may not concern,

Any Council of 9 lawful or Legal Fiction Court System knowingly or not, has come to My Attention
that the word and spelling Child or Children is now at the end of that. It is a term word spell, of Human
Trafficking under Commercial Law Contract of the negative factions. Our Sons and Daughters are only to
be known as by their first given Name or inherited middle name by their Parents or Heir Apparent,
Grandparents. This Legal Fiction of non-matter Corpse Corporations, breathing artificial intelligence is
over from the Annunaki 480,000 year old computer consciousness system in Iraq, and now is with the
Benevolent Quantum Financial System with oversite Worldwide 210 Countries potentially beyond the
Ice walls of 7 kingdoms and 33 equals 40 with my Galactic Ship-mates and Dragons aligned with Crexlan.
The 8 Point Star Flag is a two Party Commercial Contract Flag and is Lethal by the Peoples Sovereignty in
all Lands for any Financial Instruments used for or against Man, Women, or Sons or Daughters. 210 plus
40 equals 250 Countries and with Free Passage to Travel, without notifying anyone in Courts
Commercially run by Corporations, in Private Jurisdiction or Public, by bonding [enslaving through the
Vatican or any other configurations.] All Lands and Prize Possessions People and  Parenting their Sons
and Daughters are to be LEFT ALONE, and not to be forced by the Court Systems, Court Recorder,
Administration so Called Judges to make forcible for Schooling Contracts Bonds future Enslavement, of
any other types of means, that the parent see fit otherwise with Freewill. There is no luring in people
that do not consent to that Jurisdiction at all to Contract with them of their ignorance by threating them
to take something from the People including their Sons or Daughters, Cars, Homes etc. away from them
through force fear mongering like of the police with guns, guards of the old or sheriffs or any other
agency or department etc. If they have done no harm. If they have it will be handled a totally different
way in Peace. Your Doors were and now closed as of, January 1st 2022 was the Global financial reset, no
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debts unless privately from the false matrix financial System. Slavery was over long ago, should have
never happened in the first place. From the false matrix financial System. Slavery was over long ago,
should have never happened in the first place. See Below
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4/21/2022

Notification Rule of Law, Court Martial law, Kings Bench Court Authority, Tribal Magistrate says,

The Legal Courts Privateer Pirates are to furnish with any Papers, Phone calls, Emails or Door Knocking,
their Bond and Bond against the Man or Woman or Son or Daughter prior to Commercial voice Contract.
There is no money it is trade of energy, and the people are tired of others controlling their energy, times
up out of time matrix. Mark Christopher has a youtube video on this titled mortgages etc..

The 8 Point Star Flag down here is a Prior-Freemason Commercial Trading Flag. I am not a Freemason,
nor most People, which is aligned with Human Trafficking instrument dualistically, and also a two Party
Contract or Agreement Common law Flag. In which not all agree, so you can agree to disagree literally.
So there is nothing common in it in the duality sense.  A Person means a masked Man or Woman. That is
why they made you wear masks upon your ascension.

Therefore, in a two Party Contract a 3 Party is Pirates ashore or on the seas or air and shall be treated as
such, for an immediately Arrested through the Quantum Protection www.Quantum.gov for all with a
Gold Digital Coin and other means in the New System of Commercial or Non-Commercial Instruments in
the Private Capacity for all Commerce/and Private People Worldwide will be using this with the Q-phone

There is no matter in the Case, Period, and no one shall enter into that Contract, especially in
Privateering Human Trafficking Buildings, in all Lands, underground and otherwise. Any Trickery from 3,
4, 5th and so from Pirates shall have NO Party and be Arrested. If someone does enter not knowing
whom they are up against shall be protected from any harm, captured by the Pirates by the Geneva
Convention Law……………

Note the Corporations [corpse] shall be dissolved gradually.  However the People running those Entities
shall be  held Liable for any harm to People in the Private Capacity, which Everyone is, therefore will be
phased out over a short time, their out of time.
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Written by: Maji Grail King Arthur – See the www.AscensionGlossary.com
the Art of Writing.

See: nightgod333 Facebook or Instagram for all of the 13 bloodlines to the outer 7 kingdoms and 33
freemasons.
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May you be blessed with abundance May 1st 2022 in the Quantum Financial System 13000 years’ worth
back to you!

From King Arthur/wyn, Daryl Arthur Payan I, Yeshua Twin.

Oak


